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Only, her inner world has not remained her personal domain, it has acquired profound symbolic significance
for all bruised and battered womankind. Dads Kamala Dads makes a hectic search for true love in her poetry,
and her personal predicament gets reflected in it. She stands as the revolt against male dominance over female.
Her quest for true love lands in disasters of love. All her poetry is an expression of her private experiences in
matters of love and sex. SrinivasaIyengar, the noted scholar of Indian writing in English, briefly sums up
about Kamala Das and her poetry and prose in his book Indian Writing in English : Kamala Das finally
appears to be a poet of decadence [â€¦] a victim of the inadequacies of her life, failing to gain control over her
art  In this context, it is fair to say that she is on the path of love, meats the lover and enjoys pleasure through
relation with eyes shut to relieve her but as soon as she opens her eyes she finds her lover missing. To
conclude, Kamala Dads is a typical confessional poet who pours her heart into her poetry which is largely
subjective and autobiographical, anguished and tortured, letting us peep into her sufferings and tortured
psyche. In it she states: To be frank I fill my age and my Uselessness. She says thus. Interestingly, the most
intimate aspect of life, areas of experience, which one would instinctively keep from public sight, are openly
expressed, notpresented as a mere history in poetry. That is: There is No more singing, no more a dance, my
mind is an old Play house with all its lights put out. It is because to achieve a degree of objectivity and the self
is used as a poetic symbol to establish the identity. Dads observes: My parents and other relatives were
obsessed with public opinion and bothered excessively with our society reaction to any action of an individual.
She chooses to confess everything by writing rather than going to a priest. The following lines reflect it : Why
not leave Me alone, critics, friends, visiting cousins, Every one of you? I who have lost Receive love, at least
in small change? Anything within his private experience may form his theme. The poem The Bats brings out
Mrs.. Dads 82 Dads has given graphic accounts of her relations with her husband before their marriage. This
conflict with society leads them to â€¦show more contentâ€¦ She shares everything with her readers, good and
bad, about her life with all the secrets that should not be openly expressed in her society. Her poetry is the
acknowledgement and celebration of the beautyand courage of being a woman, not celebrating unbridled
sensuality, but projecting the stereotype of a wronged woman and at once asserting the need to establish her
voice and identity. All in all, Kamala Dads is one of the pioneering post-independence Indian English poets to
have contributed immensely to the growth and development of modern Indian English poetry. As she
inaugurates a new age for women poets, she constitutes a total rejection of the conventional styles of poetic
expression of the dominant culture or the male-oriented universe. Dads She was a rebel and does to make any
attempts to hide it. She, now, merges herself with the Supreme-Self of Ghanshyam. As confessional poet,
Kamala Das has drawn vivid pictures of their childhood in her poems. Snodgrass, Theodore Roethke, Anne
sexton and Sylvia Plath to establish the confessional pattern in poetry. Then the woman in Kamala Dads is
struggling between passion and tradition. Her poetry highlights the miseries of forlorn women and the
treatment meted out to her in a male dominated society. Dads too is very much tethered about public opinion
she sticks to her marriage while suffering within. I lost my will and reason, The love and affection that Kamala
Das received from her father and grandmother remain an ideal that she searches the whole of her life in others
while exploring her identity and self, not for body but is shocked and disillusioned. Confessional poetry is
basically the end product, and unconscious act of creation and one can feel upon our pulses, as personality and
emotions, the two dragons of Classicists, constitute its essential core. Kamala Dads was hated and criticized
by many people for doing an exceptional thing for an Indian woman, she becomes very successful. She can be
termed as child prodigy. Her poems are her quest identity in traditional society. This happens usually with a
sharp, sensitive person like Kamala Das. He may write as freely about his hernia as about his sweet heart. A
broken marriage was as distasteful, as horrifying as an attack of leprosy. I too call myself I. Kamala Das is a
revolutionary poet who started the trend towards frankness and candor in the treatment of a subject which was
almost taboo and which women poets particularly hesitated to deal with.


